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Holy Sheet! 
No More Dirty Pet Beds!

E very pet owner knows all too well the challenge—and 
frustration—of keeping their pets’ beds clean. 
For most people, removing the covers from washable 

beds and tossing them in the washer and dryer is a breeze. 
 But what about when it’s time to put the stuffing or the pillow 
form back inside the cover? More often than not, it’s a virtual tug 
of war to get the cover completely zipped and the bed fluffed up 
without lumps, bumps and bulges.
 And then, of course, there are those colorful cat and dog beds 
that catch your eye in the store, but don’t have removable covers. 
Within weeks of bringing them home, they begin to look dingy and 
dirty. You look at the care instructions, and the labels read “Spot 
Clean Only,” which you know all too well never seems to do the 
trick.
 What if I was to tell you that there was a quick-and-easy way 
to keep pet beds clean and fresh looking without removing the 
 original covers? 
 A little more than a year ago, Deb Michalik and Tom Clark came 

up with a quick-and-easy solution to keep the beds of their own 
pets fresh and clean. The Sarasota-based couple launched PetDigz, 
an online company that sells pet bed covers/sheets that fit securely 
over the covers of store-bought beds and crate pads. 
 Available in three shapes and four colorful fabrics with a variety 
of sizes to fit virtually every bed, PetDigz bed covers/sheets stay 
securely in place, but can be easily removed before tossing them in 
the washer and dryer.
 It’s an ingenious idea that was long overdue. Think about it: As 
humans, we make our own beds with sheets to make them soft and 
cozy and to keep our mattresses clean. 
 Doesn’t it make perfect sense to cover the beds of our cats and 
dogs with washable sheets, too?
 Both Deb and Tom traveled many different career paths in their 
lives before becoming entrepreneurs in the pet industry.
 Born and raised in Clifton, New Jersey, Deb worked as an 
 executive assistant for top-level chairmen and presidents of various 
companies in the state after completing her education at Montclair 
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University and Bloomfield College in her home state. 
One of the highlights of her career was working 
for an “amazing husband-and-wife team” at 
Loew’s Cineplex Entertainment, a movie theater 
 company.
 Deb later worked for a management train-
ing company as an  executive assistant before 
being promoted to human resources. She then 
assumed a managerial role before transitioning 
to work as a sales and marketing executive.
 Originally from Albuquerque, New Mexico, 
Tom, who served in the armed forces in his 
younger years, spent two decades working as 
an independent health insurance representa-
tive. He then transitioned to managing a home 
insulation/commercial insulation contracting  
company for the next six years.
 Passionate about the game of golf, Tom has 
worked part time at a golf course since moving to 
Sarasota and enjoys playing every chance he gets. 
 Introduced by a mutual friend, Deb and Tom first met 
when they both were in their 50s. 
 “I still was living in New Jersey at the time, and Tom was 
living in Albuquerque,” Deb  remembers. “We started talking on the 
telephone, and I  eventually flew out to meet Tom in person on 
St. Patrick’s Day. 
 “A month after we met, Tom relocated to Phoenix,  Arizona, 
because of a job transfer,” Deb continues. “I had visited Phoenix 
before and really liked the city, so I decided to leave my New Jersey 
apartment and moved to Phoenix to be with Tom.”
 While living in Phoenix, Deb resumed her education, earning a 
MBA (Master of Business Administration) degree with a concen-
tration in human resources at the “brick and mortar” campus of 
 University of Phoenix. Although she especially enjoyed working 
within a group of six people in the university’s team-based ap-
proach to higher education, the most important realization Deb 
had after completing the master’s program was that she, one day, 
wanted to launch a business of her own.
 Deb and Tom, who have been together for 13 years, lived in Ari-
zona for 6 years before relocating to Sarasota nearly 7 years ago.
 “After my sister’s daughter moved to Florida from New Jersey 
with her husband and their children, Tom and I also decided to 
relocate to be closer to my family,” Deb says. “My brother and his 
daughter, who has three little ones of her own, still live in New 
Jersey; we are hoping to convince them to move to Florida, too!”
 Deb admits that as a young girl, she was more of a dog person 
than a cat person.
 “We had dogs in our family from the time I was born,” she says. 
“My older sister also gave me a puppy of my very own when I was 7 
years old.”
 It was while she was working as a young woman that Deb first 
developed a fondness for cats.

 “At one of the companies in New Jersey where I worked, a 
cat had a litter of kittens in the warehouse,” Deb explains. “The 
 warehouse employees were trying to find people to adopt the 
kittens, so I brought one home with me.
 “That cat was with me for 21 years; she was the only constant in 
my life for all of those years,” Deb adds.
 Deb’s affinity for cats led her to volunteer as a “Feline Friend” at 
Humane Society of Sarasota County on Saturdays after she and Tom 
moved to Sarasota.
 Deb and Tom now have three cats of their own—Arthur, who is 
1 ½ years old; Bob, who is around 12 months of age; and Sabrina, 
the “senior” in the group, who is about 16 years old. 
 Both Bob and Arthur were adopted at the same time from Royal 
Pet Rescue in Sarasota after the couple’s beloved, 18-year-old cat, 
Tina, passed away in December 2018.
 “While Sabrina pretty much keeps to herself most of the time, 
Arthur has become my cat, and Bob has become Tom’s cat,” Deb 
says. “Bob just cannot live without Tom; he kisses him all the time!”
 As a three-cat family, something that’s never in short supply in 
Deb and Tom’s household is cat hair!

Photo, opposite page: Deb Michalik of Sarasota, cofounder of PetDigz, a 
local company that makes pet bed covers/sheets, proudly holds  
three of her kitties’ beds that are securely covered with PetDigz bed 
covers/sheets. Photo, above right: Bob, one of Deb and Tom’s three cats, 
stands atop three of the couple’s kitty beds that always stay clean with 
PetDigz bed covers/sheets. Photos by Julianna Vazquez, Studio 2201 
 Photography.  Photos, below: PetDigz bed covers/sheets are available in 
four adorable canine and feline patterns. Photos by Eric Foti. 
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 “As much as I love my cats, there always is fur everywhere!” Deb 
exclaims. “Cats constantly shed, and their hair gets stuck in the fibers 
of their beds, which makes it difficult to keep them clean.”
 Fighting the never-ending battle of trying to control the cat hair in 
her home inspired Deb to develop a simple solution that makes clean 
up easier than ever before!
 “I like to keep a clean house, and I also like my pets to have nice, 
cushy beds,” Deb continues. “It seems that we were constantly 
vacuuming and washing our cats’ beds to try to keep them clean, but 
all too often, the cat hair would get lodged in the fabric, making the 
beds look dirty.
 “That’s how I came up with an idea to create washable pet sheets 
that completely covered their beds,” Deb adds. “Rather than washing 
the entire bed, now pet owners just remove the sheet and toss it in 
the washing machine and dryer.”
 Like most entrepreneurs, Deb first tested her idea by designing a 
pet sheet/cover of her own.
 “I purchased several baby receiving blankets and a pattern for a 
crib sheet,” Deb explains. “I then made a few different pet sheets 
and experimented with different fabrics, styles and sizes in order to 
better define the product features that would work best.”
 And so began the launch of PetDigz, a Sarasota-based company 
that now sells pet bed covers/sheets throughout the country.
 Why the name PetDigz?
 “‘Digz’ is a play on words for ‘digs’ or home,” Deb explains. “And 
the sheets are designed especially ‘for people who dig pets.”
 PetDigz’s playful logo, which was designed by Deb’s great-niece, 
Bri, features a “smiley face,” simply because  “animals make us hap-
py,” Deb adds.
 After defining her specifications, Deb met with the representative 
of a production company in Manatee County, who she hired to stitch 
up the pet covers/sheets.
 “I was not interested in having my products made in China,” Deb 
explains. “I wanted to work with a local company, because it is 
important to me that every PetDigz product is made in the USA.”
 In late early 2018, Deb received the first shipment of PetDigz pet 
covers/sheets and had professional photos taken before launching 
her website, https://www.petdigz.com.

 For the convenience of PetDigz’s customers, the bed covers/
sheets come in three shapes: Rectangle, round and flat. 
 The rectangle pet bed sheets adapt well to a variety of pet 
beds, including rectangular beds, crate cushions, beds with rolled 
sides and bolster beds.
 The round pet bed sheet is, of course, ideal for round beds in a 
variety of sizes.
 Finally, the flat pet bed sheet was designed to cover standard 
orthopedic/memory foam beds. These sheets also can be used to 
cover mats that are used in airline-approved carriers.

Photo, top right: Deb Michalik and Tom Clark, cofounders of PetDigz, 
with their feline family members—Sabrina, Arthur and Bob. 
Photo by  Julianna Vazquez, Studio 2201  Photography. 
Photo, at right: PetDigz bed covers/sheets are available 
in three shapes: Flat, round and rectangle. All of 
the pet covers/sheets have elastic bottoms to 
keep them in place. Photo courtesy of 
PetDigz. Photo, opposite page: Like the 
rectangle pet bed sheets, PetDigz’s 
round covers/sheets include a 
bit of extra fabric so that 
“diggers” can create their 
own comfy spots to snooze. 
Photo by Julianna Vazquez, 
Studio 2201  Photography. 



 The rectangle and flat covers/sheets are available in three 
sizes—small, medium and large—and the round covers/sheets are 
available in two  sizes—small and medium.
 Both the rectangle sheet and the round sheet were designed to 
include extra fabric so that they could be tucked into the sides of 
the beds.
 “There are lots of dogs and cats that like to dig and dig before 
they settle in for a snooze,” Deb explains. “The extra fabric gives 
them push-and-pull flexibility and also can be plumped into a 
 comfy pillow area in the center of the bed. “
 What size PetDigz pet bed cover/sheet do you need? To make 
the process of choosing the correct size easier, Deb and Tom have 
 included a detailed chart, based on the size of your pet’s bed, 
on the PetDigz website. You can find it online by visiting 
https://www.petdigz.com/pages/size-chart-2.
 Each of the cover shapes are available in four adorable patterns 
that include “Paws Everywhere,” “Bones and More” and “Fish 
Bones,” which comes in two colors—black and brown.
 Made of an ultra-comfy and durable 100 percent cotton fabric, 
the pet bed covers/sheets are, of course, machine washable and 
dryable. The seams have been double stitched for extra security 
and to ensure that canine or feline chewers won’t find any stray 
threads to tug and pull. What’s more, the fabrics were specially 
chosen to keep their brightness and freshness wash after wash.
 “The covers/sheets wash really well without a lot of effort, and 
most pet stains easily come out,” Deb says.
 Ease of use was key in the design of PetDigz’s pet bed covers/
sheets. As a result, each pet bed cover/sheet features an elastic 
bottom that securely holds it in place.
 “One of our customers had a young puppy that was constantly 

pulling all of the stuffing out of her bed,” Deb says. 
“Once the pup’s owner put a PetDigz cover/sheet over her round 
bed, she couldn’t get the cover off, because the elastic kept the 
cover in place, so it kept her from chewing the bed.”
 In business for a little more than 18 months, Deb has discov-
ered that marketing PetDigz’s products can be a challenge. Now 
 pursuing a regional rather than national focus, Deb is determined 
to use her marketing expertise to drive more pet owners to her 
website and increase sales.
 What is it that Deb would like community residents to know 
about PetDigz and its founders? 
 “I truly believe that what is most important for people to know 
about Tom and me personally and about our company is just how 
much we love animals,” she says. “Our lives revolve around our 
cats, and we make sure that they are well nourished and have a 
clean environment in which to sleep.
 “Tom and I have a plaque in our house that reads, ‘I work hard 
so my pets can have a better life,’ and in our home, that’s certainly 
true!” Deb adds with a laugh.
 “Our goal for Pet Digz is to grow the company so that we can 
give back to the local animal community,” Deb continues. “There 
are a lot of awesome people that work with area rescues and 
shelters and other important causes here in Sarasota and Manatee 
 counties, and we want to support their efforts.
 Keeping pet beds clean: It’s an age-old challenge, now with an 
easy solution…finally. 

For more information about PetDigz or to place an order, call 
941-925-2158 or visit www.PetDigz.com, or you can find PetDigz 
on Facebook by visiting https://www.facebook.com/PetDigz/.


